
It’s Incredible: Two Major Institutional Players Have Entered the Crypto Race… 

Last week, we had two major institutions getting into the cryptocurrencies market. 

The big news came despite crypto prices dipping throughout this year, and large investors having stayed 

clear of crypto-investing space because of its high volatility. 

According to a Bloomberg report published on Friday, Yale University endowment invested in a crypto 

fund that raised $400 Million. 

US college endowments hold close to $550 Billion in Assets Under Management. Yale is the second 

largest with nearly $30 Billion after Harvard. Yale has consistently returned an average of 11.8 percent 

for the last 20 years. 

It’s also known for its track record of heavy exposure to alternative assets. 

Retail stock brokerage giant TD Ameritrade said on Wednesday; it had its bets on a new cryptocurrency 

exchange called ErisX. The objective is to offer its clients alternative digital investment futures such as 

Litecoin and Etherium. 

TD Ameritrade joins other traditional brokerage firms to offer clients digital currency options beyond the 

popular bitcoin to include Etherium and Litecoin. 

The integration allows clients to trade cryptocurrency futures such as Litecoin and Etherium. 



Last year, Robinhood expanded its crypto offerings beyond Etherium and Bitcoin to include Bitcoin cash 

and Litecoin. The aim is to make trading cryptos easier and more accessible to investors. 

Likewise, the integration between Fidelity accounts with Coinbase allows Fidelity account holders to see 

their crypto balances as well as trade from their accounts. 

Despite the massive short-term slump in cryptocurrency prices, the current trend is promising.  Yale and 

TD Ameritrade have a long-term view on investments and thought leaders.  

The current demand will see large investment firms launching dedicated crypto-investment products. 

The active interest of these two presents a range of new opportunities even for individual investors. 

Key lesson 

The crypto markets remained stable despite large volume purchases by institutional investors. 

TD Ameritrade made a strategic investment in the exchange to enable its retail clients to trade in both 

Bitcoin spot and futures. 

The investment came soon after Yale University endowment confirmed to target 60% of 2019 assets 

towards early-stage projects focused on cryptocurrencies. 

While institutional investors continue to change the cryptocurrency market, my point of view remains 

that digital investment assets such as Bitcoin and Etherium, are still undervalued. 

I remain optimistic that prices will rise, therefore this is the time to buy a dip. 
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